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1. Here’s a saucer and here’s a ... cup
He is eating an apple ...
2. The apple is nearly gone!
Help me say it:
The apple is nearly ...
3. You cut a tomato with a ... 

knife

4. This blade needs to be nice and ... 

sharp
5. Here is a fish...
6. He is giving her a kiss
7. We can see a sock.
8. This is a ... glass
9. ... and this one’s a ...

watch
10. This clown has a red ... nose
11. ... and he has a smiley ...

mouth
12. When she’s tired, she does a great, big ...
13. This is not a flower, it’s a ... leaf
14. Finger, finger, finger, finger, finger and ...
15. This is a person’s...

foot

toe

16. And this is their little ...
17. Here is a green ... 

snake
18. Is this a car or a van? It’s a …

van
19. This car doesn’t go slowly: it goes very ... fast
20. This is not a boy, it's a ...

girl
21. They are sitting on the stairs.
22. Elephants are not little, they're big
23. Here is a jar of ... jam
24. This is a ... 

house

25. You walk on the...

path

26. You knock on the ...

doors

27. What comes out of the chimney?

smoke
28. The cars are going over a ... 

bridge
29. This is a ... 

train
30. You sit on a chair.
31. This hat is red.
32. Look! A knife, and a fork, and a ... 

spoon
Doing well!
This is a girl, and this is a boy.

This is his ear, and here is his other ear.
33. This is a plane.
34. What can the plane do? It can ...

fly

35. Up in the ...

sky
36. This is the ...

sun
37. Here’s the plane’s wing, and here’s its other …
38. When you dive in you make a great big splash...
39. When you go camping you sleep in a ...

tent
40. Some people like to have pepper and ...
41. Here is a ...

crab
42. This jam wouldn’t taste sour. It would be ... sweet
43. Here’s a sleeve, and here’s the other ...

sleeve
44. ...and the last one is a ...

zipper

Don’t count /r/ in ‘zipper’ in your consonants correct (cc) tally.
Nice job!
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These pictures are intended to elicit the same target words as in the 2005 version, but it includes different images for some of them.